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This book develops a new multimodal theoretical model of contagion for interdisciplinary scholars, featuring
contributions from influential scholars spanning the fields of medical humanities, philosophy, political
science, media studies, technoculture, literature, and bioethics. Exploring the nexus of contagions

metaphorical and material aspects, this volume contends that contagiousness in its digital, metaphorical, and
biological forms is a pervasively endemic condition in our contemporary moment. The chapters explore both

endemicity itself and how epidemic discourse has become endemic to processes of social construction.
Designed to simultaneously prime those new to the discourse of humanistic perspectives of contagion,

complicate issues of interest to seasoned scholars of science and technology studies, and add new topics for
debate and inquiry in the field of bioethics, Endemic will be of wide interest for researchers and educators.

On remote oceanic islands almost all the native species are endemic. An endemic disease is one which is
constantly present in a given area though usually at low levels whereas an epidemic is widespread and has a

high incidence.
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What does endemic mean? The definition of endemic refers to a disease or something that is native to or
commonly foun. Free learning resources for students covering all major areas of biology. Título

Epidemiology of canine visceral leishmaniasis in the endemic area of Montes Claros Municipality Minas
Gerais. Endemic Political Criminals feat. What is an endemic disease? According to the US Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention CDC a. When were talking about endemic infections were talking about
viruses bacteria and pathogens that. adjective 1 Referring to the usual prevalence of a given disease or

infection in an area or group. For example chickenpox varicella is a common occurrence in many countries
around the world for school children. Other articles where Endemic disease is discussed disease
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Epidemiology it is considered to be endemic in that area. Define endemic. An endemic disease is the one that
is always present in a population e.g. Occasionally the amount of disease in a community rises above the

expected level.
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